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Campus security to replace Boise police

Dennis Kirk
BSC sophomore runs for city council

"The main reason I'm running," says Kirk, "is to give young people a real reason to register and vote, and I want to get elected, but that's a personal reason." Kirk believes that since government has opened up the door to young people, they should take advantage of it. "It's time that people get off their backs and stop complaining and did something," he says. Though there are a lot of users that he is very interested in, Kirk does not want to make any promises or stick to any issue. "I don't believe in making promises," he says.

Kirk's main concern is student voter registration. Asking students to sign his petition last fall, he claims that one out of four had not re-registered for city elections. "A lot of them didn't know where to register," he says and "a lot of them and older people too, didn't know where their precinct is." He also believes that if a student from out of state has lived in Boise nine months he is entitled to vote in the city.

"What I'm doing actually," says Kirk, "is if people want representation, even if they don't like me, they'll at least have something in vote for, someplace to vote to.

The reaction to his candidacy has been very good, except from older people. According to Kirk, the people he talked to think he needs new blood. Among the newer candidates, the council he received were compromise, new ways, the need for bike trails, and the condition of the roads.

"I don't think they have a very good chance of winning," Kirk says. "I wasn't serious at first, but now I'm really serious," he says. He estimates that he would need about two thousand votes to get elected and believes that if the students are motivated enough, this next election could be the biggest the city has ever had.

Kirk, who plans to run as an independent, has not heard from any party yet. He says he doesn't think they would want to call on him, though he has not explained why he believes that.

At present, Kirk has an election committee and a campaign worker. "I want to do things," he says. "I want to do things. I want to change a lot of things. I'm really serious," he says. Though he claims to have no solutions at hand, Kirk does have definite ideas about things that should be changed. Included in his "platform" so far are the following ideas:

1. The Union Pacific depot, he thinks, Boise needs a civic auditorium; transportation deserves looking into; and parks should be improved.
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**Apologies to BSC**

Editor The Arbiter  
Attention Home State College Students

We the women of Kappa Kappa Gamma would like to send our most sincere apologies for the action of a certain portion of Montana spectators at the Sept. 11 game. We feel that this action was unnecessary and very upsetting.

We hope this conduct will not reflect upon the entire University's student body, nor will it have any affect on the future relations between the two schools.

Sincerely,  
The women of Kappa Kappa Gamma, 1961

---
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**Editor's Note**

There's still this problem of noise in the library. For those of us who concentrate only with difficulty, or who need to discuss what we've been working on, there's hardly any place to go. The only study rooms so far finished have no tables or carrels in them. Almost all carrels are within earshot of study tables and other carrels. On the 4th floor there is one table which is isolated, the other tables and carrels are all in brightly used areas.

The isolated table is generally occupied by someone else who appreciates solitude while they study. I suppose more tables and carrels are not under, so distributed when they arrive, but the problem isn't so much lack of tables as it is lack of isolation.

Why can't some of the tables and carrels 'cor do have' be hidden, whatever, in out of the way corner?

In other college libraries, the librarians exempt those with a program on any one who talks, whispers, or snores. Here the librarians are often nosier than anyone else. I really don't give a damn who's noisy and who isn't. I long as I can find some place where it's quiet.

Sincerely,

**Gordon Smith**

---
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Billie Jack spurs confrontation

Mark Lane and Ada County Sheriff Paul Bright unexpectedly confronted each other at a gathering in the Ada Theater Saturday night.

The original intent of the gathering was to enable concerned persons to discuss the merits of a film currently playing there. The movie "Billie Jack," depicts the breakdown of law and order within a community over Indian relations.

During the discussion that followed the movie, the suggestion was made that perhaps a parallel situation is occurring in Ada County, whereby the local law enforcement agency, namely Sheriff Paul Bright, is discriminating against Native American youth through cruel and unusual punishments.

Several members of the audience related incidents of discrimination and abuse they had encountered from the Sheriff's office.

One member of the Brother Speed Motorcycle Club stated that Bright did his department had been "down on them" since they first formed. "We have been victims of constant harassment and abuse at the hands of Bright and the police for quite a while. Now they refuse to recognize any good we accomplish, but only watch us and harass us constantly trying to catch us up over the slightest incident," he said.

Another girl in the audience, a member of the BSMC who was attacked by the Sheriff's department, they were threatened and told they would have to stop and be examined at a male officer before they could contact parents or a lawyer.

Lane, who also is a member of the BSMC, was arrested for protesting against General Westmoreland in a recent speech in Boise, stated that he and Lane's arrested with him were treated with police brutality by Bright. He said that he was placed in a steel isolation cell that had no bars but only small holes for ventilation and he received constant harassment from Bright. Lane said "I have been jaled with Martin Luther King in Alabama and several other places, but nowhere have I been at the mercy of a more sadistic Sheriff than here in Ada County."

Lane also suggested that Bright was acting out of his own personal prejudices and biases and not in the best interests of the community. He suggested that perhaps, through his awareness, Bright will be removed from office.

At this point Bright came from the back of the audience and stated that Lane had been lying to the audience and he had come forward to correct the misconception Lane had stated.

Bright said that he always acted out of the best interests of the community and he devotes himself to the rehabilitation, not the punishment, of the criminal. He also stated that he will be re-elected because the voters of Ada County agree with his tactics.

The event brought several angry reactions from the audience. One man stated that it is more apparent that Bright places emphasis on punishment and cruelty of criminals. He accused Bright of being present at the gathering to give another evidence against Lane and try to build a stronger court case.

One audience member challenged Bright to defend himself against the evidence made earlier. Bright said that they were lieing, but in Lane's case he could not disprove it until it comes to court.

Lanr then stated that Bright had been able and willing to discuss the case earlier in front of a TV camera.

Bright, however, did concede that Lane was placed in the isolation cell because he was behaving in a loud and disorderly manner.

To this Lane replayed that the Sheriff was lying and that he was put into isolation because he was informing the others arrested with him of their legal rights. Lane also accused the Sheriff of tearing and smashing a camera.

Bright would not reply to this charge, but did concede that the owner of the destroyed property had filed suit against him in Ada County Court. At this time the theater manager ended the discussion and invited Bright to stay and view the film.

The Sheriff would not stay, he said he was too busy.

By Helen Christiansen

Financial king conspiracy

I feel the book, "The Naked Capitalist," written by Leon Skousen is, although reactionary (which may detract the author and the sympathetic reader from the point of his book) is a believable point.

Mr. Skousen has attempted to prearrange a conspiracy by the financial kings of Europe and the United States. The world by these men's devices would be lead into a major period of world socialism. Likely as a summation and with documentation of proof of the book, "Hope and Dough," by Dr. Carroll Quayle, may seem to the average citizen, active or apathetic to be appealing insanity, absurdity, a lie, misjudgment and bald-faced. But then, the mafia is not examing either, huh?

Look at history! Not current events entirely, but to the evolution of the individual group, family, race, tribe, city-state, nation and state including power basis, religion, land economics, military and leadership.

History has pro on that there has been no governmental forms which have lasted any length of time over 200 years. Today, the basis of power is shifting from central political leadership to a corporate power of unimaginable wealth. Now, the device of power is appearing to be a psychological one based on the affluence of the people in this country especially the money of financial demagogues who was the hystirical masses. Psychological leaders control various news media corporations (big money) and can get an idea right or wrong into a major portion of the masses heads by emotionalism. The process is accomplished through an understanding dependence upon the government by the people due to security hang-ups, the fear of getting to know what they don't know and of getting their cake and being able to eat it too.

Substitution of these puns through documentation could, if I went wild, take up the whole copy of this issue and more. But I will attempt to accomplish this next issue from the book, "The Naked Capitalist." In future installments we'll look at the feasibility of the world socialism theme my own feelings of the current situation of the world and the fear of the reader to object any going back to the first World war and following a look at what we could have with what we have now with improvements.

By Fred Harms

City council rejects

BSC housing plan

Roger Green, vice-president for financial affairs, notes that the city council decision on the proposed married student complex was one which might be unforeseen by the college's project for the occupants of adjacent property to the proposed housing complex. The decision is unfortunate for the entire college because the project redesign will delay the completion of the project. The college will have to submit these new designs to HUD and send out new contracts for bids based upon the new cost. The decision of the city council will also be unfortunate for the occupants of adjoining property.

In order for the structure to be revolutionary and to create a more pleasant atmosphere for the neighbors, it will most likely be put on the ground level. It will be closer to the campus, neighbors, who after getting their emotions aroused again over these new proposals, will come back to the city council and have to restate their objections. Green, to comply with the horms of the dilemma he is on, will have to satisfy the college's and students' needs and with over objections. Let it suffice to say that the residents of the college area really don't want the college here at all.
Two senate seats are now vacant—the position of Ye-Tech Senator and a Senate seat from the School of Business.

The SCOOP (Student Coordinating Office for Opportunity Projects) budget request was to be reconsidered at this week’s meeting was tabled for another week. Jim House, SCOOP director, requested the delay in order that he might talk with Senators individually.

In delaying action it is hoped that concrete decisions can be made and conveyed to others concerning the ultimate goal of SCOOP.

Discussion continued from last week over the idea of a referendum proposing a $25 service award per month for each Senator. A motion was favored to postpone the referendum until an Election Board has officially been established. A bill to create such a Board was subsequently introduced at the meeting.

This Board would be in charge of conducting all elections and public opinion polls for the ASBSC. Consequently, the mechanics of the proposed referendum would be handled by the Board.

Final voting on the Election Board bill will probably take place in the next few weeks due to the necessity of a second and third reading. Upon passage, further details of the service award referendum will be considered.

Wally Benton, BSC student who was injured in a parachute jump at the Stadium dedication ceremonies early last fall, will be the recipient of monies received from ad dancer sponsored by the ASBSC in November.

The Finance Board at its weekly meeting Monday evening had decided to recommend that the ASBSC Senate appropriate $720 as a service award to the box office manager for the Drama Club. The Senate vote failed to carry the motion.

The proposed box office manager would have been in charge of handling tickets sales for the Drama Club. He or she would also be responsible for all monies received from such sales. Adoption of the recommendation failed as a result of questions that were raised, such as 1. couldn’t personnel in the SUB information booth handle these sales, or 2. is the figure $720 justified?

Answers to these questions and others were obviously not satisfactory to a majority of the Senators. Some Senators noted that they felt some facts and figures surrounding the issue conflict.

The Finance Board also recommended that the ASBSC Senate pass a resolution as follows: “Any person receiving a service award from the ASBSC shall not receive more than one service award from the same organization or activity.”

The Senator, by vote of four in favor, five opposed and one abstention refused to adopt the above resolution.INGLE Ppposition to the recommendation included the belief that if a person can handle more than one salaried position and do the work efficiently that he or she should be allowed to do so.

Legislative Log

Title: To establish a Finance Committee
Purpose: To set motion to create a Finance Committee
Assigned to: Committee No. 3
Present status: First reading

Senate Bill No. 17
Title: To establish a Student Senate Staff committee
Purpose: To request the by election of a Student Senate employee to serve as a member of the Senate staff
Assigned to: Committee No. 3
Present status: First reading

Senate Bill No. 18
Title: To establish a Finance Management Committee
Purpose: To request a Finance Management Committee to make sure that financial policies and better control of ASBSC money are set up and an accounting system for ASBSC activities. To establish policies regarding tickets for ASBSC-financed events.
Assigned to: Committee No. 3
Present status: First reading

Senate Bill No. 19
Title: To establish a Committee on Student and Faculty Publications
Purpose: To request the creation of a committee on student and faculty publications
Assigned to: Committee No. 3
Present status: First reading

Senate Bill No. 20
Title: To establish the Student Activities Board
Purpose: To establish the Student Activities Board
Assigned to: Committee No. 3
Present status: First reading

Senate Bill No. 21
Title: To establish an Education Code
Purpose: To request an Education Code
Assigned to: Committee No. 3
Present status: First reading

Senate Bill No. 22
Title: To establish an Election Board
Purpose: To conduct all ASBSC elections and student opinion polls and other elections authorized by the Student Senate and/or the ASBSC Corporation
Assigned to: Committee No. 2
Present status: First reading

Senate Bill No. 23
Title: To establish a Finance Committee
Purpose: To request the creation of a Finance Committee
Assigned to: Committee No. 3
Present status: First reading

Senate Bill No. 24
Title: To establish a Finance Management Committee
Purpose: To request a Finance Management Committee to make sure that financial policies and better control of ASBSC money are set up and an accounting system for ASBSC activities. To establish policies regarding tickets for ASBSC-financed events.
Assigned to: Committee No. 3
Present status: First reading

Senate Bill No. 25
Title: To establish a Student Senate Staff committee
Purpose: To request the by election of a Student Senate employee to serve as a member of the Senate staff
Assigned to: Committee No. 3
Present status: First reading

Senate Bill No. 26
Title: To establish a Committee on Student and Faculty Publications
Purpose: To request the creation of a committee on student and faculty publications
Assigned to: Committee No. 3
Present status: First reading

Senate Bill No. 27
Title: To establish the Student Activities Board
Purpose: To establish the Student Activities Board
Assigned to: Committee No. 3
Present status: First reading

Senate Bill No. 28
Title: To establish an Education Code
Purpose: To request an Education Code
Assigned to: Committee No. 3
Present status: First reading

Petition...

A.S.B.S.C. NEEDS YOU!

Do you want to be involved? The ASBSC is looking for interested college minded people who wish to be involved in campus events. Take a peek at the list below and see what you would be interested in.

Office of the President
Cafeteria/Cabinet
Social Affairs
Food Service
Lectures
Foreign Films
Popular and Experimental Films
Photography Art Show
Classical Concerts
Games Room
Special Events

Finance Board Traffic
Appellate Council
Art Planning
Recreational Board
Campus Organization for upcoming national elections
Workers for voter registration
Ye-Tech Senator from School of Business
Academic Standards Committee

If you are interested in any questions, come to the ASBSC office or call 385-1547. There are plenty of openings. Get involved, DO SOMETHING.
More energy, more creativity, increased intelligence, inner strength and stability. A Natural High all the time.

Boyer begins to teach Transcendental Meditation.

I want to be a teacher because I've won the results, discipline, hard work, pressured people growing more beautiful, stronger, even more creative every day. What a fantastic thing to be able to turn people on to this, the says.

Fran admits, however, that she wasn't always enthusiastic about TM. "Before I started some friends told me about this easy and natural technique that made you less tense, less anxious, less depressed, and I thought, 'yeah, another way of positive change, another way of science and philosophy research on what was happening during the technique I decided to start my. My attitude was 'I don't believe it'-but then it got me that I wasn't going to be lived, I was

Fran begins to teach Transcendental Meditation.

I'll be a teacher, because I've won the results, discipline, hard work, pressured people growing more beautiful, stronger, even more creative every day. What a fantastic thing to be able to turn people on to this,

Fran says, that there is nothing to be "believed" in, but because I wasn't so filled with anxiety, she says, I started growing myself and had more energy and clarity of mind.

On a very practical level my grades improved. She was an "indifferent" student her first semester in college before starting TM, but now has a 4.0 G.P.A. "without appreciable increase in effort. The stress that impoverished my concentration and blunted my creativity is gone."

After hearing about results like these, scientists a few years ago began to study the effects of TM. The research has amounted to one, simple, unambiguous discovery: a flurry of research and speculation in research centers worldwide on the complex process of meditation.

Dr. Robert K. Wallace of Harvard Medical School daily proposes that TM represents a "total search major state of consciousness" totally unique, but as natural to the body as whiplash. He has proposed that TM serves this role of consciousness. Writing in Science, March 27, 1970, he reports that the body gains a deeper breath, reducing 15 minutes of TM at any time during a full night's sleep.

Consumption oxygen, carbon dioxide elimination, cardiac output, blood pressure, respiratory rate significantly decrease while skin resistance greatly increases. The metabolic rate of the body is reduced by an average of 20%.

However, analysis of the chemical content of the blood shows that the normal balance of oxygen to carbon dioxide is maintained; the rate of anabolic metabolism does not increase. The inference drawn from this physiological evidence is that TM is a profoundly deep state of rest, while the mind, as recorded by electroencephalography, is fully awake and able to respond to external stimuli.

It is true that TM is a purely mental technique, involving no concentration, control, effort, hypnosis, or autoguess. For example, the results are clearly very remarkable. Dr. Herbert Benson of Harvard Medical School and Dr. John Allison, in writing in Lancet, suggest TM's value in reducing heart disease, hypertension, high blood pressure, stress-related illnesses, alcoholism, and drug addiction.

The research of Stanford Research Institute's Dr. Demetri Kanellis, summarized in Hospital Times, May 1, 1970, compulsively proves that TM has on everyday life, including increased energy efficiency, increased tranquility of mind coupled with decreased physical and mental stress, total or complete loss of desire for hallucinogenic and similar drugs and alcohol. There is increased in functioning disorders such as poor body posture and stamina, and better mobilization of body resources for more active responses to stress.
"Face it. "Be prepared" isn't just for Boy Scouts. If you really care about your life and hers, you'll take precautions to prevent an accidental pregnancy. By using a condom. One of Ilxlay's new condoms . . . so highly reliable yet so exquisitely sensitive that you no longer have to sacrifice pleasure for safety."

"Why risk it?"

So why run the risk of accidental pregnancy? Especially now that you can get famous-brand condoms privately—by mail—from Population Planning Associates. The 11 top brands we offer have been carefully selected from the more than 100 available today. All are manufactured by reputable English concerns. All meet rigid FDA standards.

Choose from the Featherlite from England, the most and most exciting to use, with "smooth" stimulation for a unique new sensation. Or the NuForm, also from England, pre-shaped for a unique new sensation. Or the famous Trojan. Or the well-known and popular Sultan. And many more.

"Fast Delivery—Money Back Guarantee"

Discover our fast, low-cost service by sending just $5 for a deluxe sampler pack of 18 assorted condoms—3 each of 6 different brands. Including the Featherlite and the NuForm—plus an illustrated brochure describing our complete selection. Or send just $1 and get 2 Featherlites, 1 NuForm, plus the brochure.

All orders are filled the same day received and sent in a plain package. Money back if not satisfied. Must respond soon.

The American Dreamer" is an objective, unsentimental portrait, fascinating in its detail, unrelenting as its subject. Schiller has created an unusual, illuminating motion picture.

"That's the way Dennis is always honest. He asked me about it and I told him I liked it." —ARMY MICHENER

HOLLYWOOD WEEKLY

If you're interested in making movies of the New Hollywood or sex or dope or Charles Manson or Dennis Hopper, then by all means see this film. Watch a man convict himself.

—ROGER JOHNSON

CALIFORNIA BUREAU

CORDA PRODUCTIONS PRESENT

DENNIS HOPPER

THE AMERICAN DREAMER

A Film by L. M. KIT CARSON

Sept. 29 2pm - 5pm USC students 50¢ in the Union
HELP, a rock group that made good, is planning to go on a college campus tour next fall. All six members of the rock group are Boise State College students. Standing from left are Dan Lower, Steve Nelson, Dennis Sullivan, Bob student, and Michael Welch.

GROUPS ARE NOT A NOVELTY AROUND THE SOUTHWEST, BUT A ROLLING GROUP THAT MAKES GOOD IS SOMETHING DIFFERENT. ONE GROUP, HELP, HAS DONE JUST THAT. HELP WAS FORMED OF FOUR PEOPLE, ONE OF WHOM IS A BSU STUDENT WHOSE NAME IS ROBERT "ROBBY" HUGHES, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS. DR. VOSO TAKEDA, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS, JACOB DICK, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY, JOE STRAND, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MUSIC, AND JIM McGUIRE, JR., ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MARKETING. THE JOHN PHILLIPS CHAIRMAN OF THE DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY.

HELPING EDUCATORS OF AMERICA IS AN ANNUAL AWARDS PROGRAM BOUNCING DISTINGUISHED MEN AND WOMEN FOR THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS TO NATIONAL SERVICE, ACHIEVEMENTS AND LEADERSHIP IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION. THIS GROUP IS SIMILAR TO THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES, WHERE THE JUNIOR COLLEGE SAYS IT IS.
OLD BOISE SALOON

Saloon open Monday through Sunday, 11 am - 1 am

NOW open Sunday, 5 pm - 1 pm

Sunday fun session 20 a beer 1.00 a pitcher

Thur. - Sat. dance to

SALEM MASS audition nite

Harty Lunches served 11 am - 4 pm

COORS on tap
SCOOP makes student services available

SCOOP is a volunteer organization making student services available. Your "work schedule" is arranged at your convenience to fit with your school schedule. Often they provide other school organizations or departments. Sometimes with community programs, SCOOP are interested in the needs of students with special qualifications such as education and psychology. SCOOP listens to you.

For the most part, SCOOP is interested in fulfilling requests that students want to work with other individuals. Jobs currently avaiable include: teacher, writing, music, dance, art, and crafts. Flower arranging, home economics, choir, tennis, literature discussions, house drawing, ceramics, candle making and interior decorating. Most of these are evening classes and the students are interested in being teachers as course assistants and professional supervision. What one decides to volunteer for depends upon his feeling of comfort and his particular course of study.

In the less skilled, there are tutorial positions in English, math, Spanish, German and the like. Other positions include: music productions and voice as well as music education. The opportunities in the department are arranged at your convenience. Your column both this year and last year. But I've wondered: do you take up the questions, or do people really ask about them? As the weeks go by, I write more and more about the questions I receive. This is because I sometimes get no questions to respond to. If that's the case, I try to write about an issue that has come up frequently in my writing. In any case, I make up a question and a name for the question writer. So: if you'd like to see your question or comment somewhere, write it, and you'll likely see it the next week. I need questions!

Dear Dr. Dodson,
I've really enjoyed reading your column this year and last year. But I've wondered: do you take up the questions, or do people really ask about them? As the weeks go by, I write more and more about the questions I receive. This is because I sometimes get no questions to respond to. If that's the case, I try to write about an issue that has come up frequently in my writing. In any case, I make up a question and a name for the question writer. So: if you'd like to see your question or comment somewhere, write it, and you'll likely see it the next week. I need questions!
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Green belt project to result in park area

Several students on the BSC campus are helping with the Green Belt project in Bixler. This project, when completed, will result in a park the full length of the Bixler River from Strawberry Point south to a point near the Bixler City Park. The Green Belt will extend along the river from Bixler City Park, near the old town, to the eastern end of Bixler. The students will be grading the project land, working with the city, and developing the project area for the future. The Green Belt project will be open to the public and will be used for recreation and relaxation.
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Paid for use at Bixler, paralleled, campus activities and community affairs. Cal: describes the general state of musical activities and a music education program for secondary and elementary school teachers. Dr. Mike Cleveland, assistant professor of music, played the calliope along with the band at the game. Directing the band is Neil Stumm. assistant professor of music and the trend is Marginally Naybor.
The TKE house will soon be a parking lot, according to BSC Buildings and Grounds sources. The Boise State College Foundation is selling the former fraternity house to St. Luke's Hospital.

The house at 235 Warm Springs Avenue, has been occupied by the Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity for the past three years. Before the TKE's leased the building, it was a women's dormitory. Tau Kappa Epsilon had to vacate the house by July 31, 1971, because the city fire department found the 75-year-old building unsafe.

St. Luke's made an offer to buy the property, but since it would cost more to make the necessary repairs than the building was worth, the Foundation did accept the bid. The purchase price was set at $73,000.

According to an agreement between the Foundation and St. Luke's, the swimming pool on the property will be filled in and the land will be then turned into a parking lot.

TKE's fall to parking lot

If you are from any of the 86 communities in the Intermountain Area

YOU HAVE A HOME TOWN BANK
HERE IN BOISE
...First Security Bank

This school year, especially, you are invited to bank with good friends with a familiar name.

We not only welcome student accounts, but we go out of our way to help with all financial problems.

In Boise

enjoy the advantages of

- Complete banking service
- Plenty of parking space
- Convenient hours 9:30 to 5 p.m. and 1 to 6 p.m. Fridays
- 4 Auto Banks to serve you
  - 9th & Bannock
  - 421 North Orchard
  - 16th at State
  - 3301 Chinden Blvd.
- Free or validated parking
  - 9th & Idaho
  - Vista Village

First Security Bank

Member First Security Corporation System of Banks
RESOURCES OVER ONE BILLION DOLLARS

STUDENTS SERVICE AWARDS
LeBois needs students to work in paid positions

1 Business Manager
1 Copy Editor
1 Photograghy Editor
3 Layout
2 Pro freadsers
2 Photographers

COLLEGE UNION PROGRAM BOARD NEEDS PEOPLE

"We really need people to work on committees," said Gary Kleeman, CUB program director. Monday.

Kleeman estimated that the College Union Program Committees need a total of 40 people to work voluntarily.

The Art Show Committee needs three to four people, Social Affairs needs three to four; Lecture Committee needs four to five; Foreign Films need three to four; Pop Films need three to four; Foreign Film committee needs five to six; Classical Concerts which has only one person now needs three to four; Cabaret and Coffee House has no one yet and needs four to five; Games Room three to four.

Special Events four to five and Publicity needs four to five.

"There is little work involved," said Larry Prince, CUPH chairman. "Usually with a concert committee you only work the night before and the night of the concert and there are committee meetings," he said.
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Residents of Juanita Street have complained to the city council and have proposed setting up "No Student Parking" signs. Would you support a move like this?

Steven Hulme, Fresh., Pre-Dental: No I wouldn't, because I'm a student and I might want to park there someday. All of the parking space is too far away. Besides I don't live on Juanita Street.

Susie Elg, Fresh., Pre-Med.: No I don't think so because you can't find a place to park and have to walk what seems like three miles. I'm always late to class as it is.

Diane Berger, Fresh., Home Ec.: I'd say no. If the school supports this move it should be responsible for making parking somewhere else.

Trice Greenwell, Fresh., Elementary Ed.: I don't think we have enough parking space as it is. I think we need more parking area.

Laurie Cameron, Fresh., Nursing: If the people living in the homes don't have room to park I agree, but if they have enough room they shouldn't complain.

Bill Baker, Fresh., Applied Math: It's rather necessary to have parking there because there's no room around the school. it's even inconvenient for the students but it's all we've got.

Debbie Kline, Fresh., Elementary Ed.: No I don't think so. The students have to have some place to park.
WHAT IS A FACULTY FIRESIDE?

It is a chance!

A Faculty Fireside is a chance to meet BSC faculty in their own homes and to discuss with them and other ideas student, and concepts on an informal basis. This is a chance that most colleges, large or small, do not offer their students. Try it, ask at the information booth in the Union.

POOL, SANDWICHES, PIZZAS, FOOS BALL
OPEN TELL
3AM MON. THUR.
4AM FRI. SUN
MONDAY
MUG CLUB NIGHT
TUESDAY
LADIES DIME NIGHT 7-9PM
SPAGETTI
FEED SUNDAY 6PM

TRAV'IN SAM'S
SOUPS KITCHEN
BEHIND THE
UNION ON
COLLEGE BLVD.
OPEN 11:00-3:00

APPLICATION

NAME (Last) (First) (Middle)
RESIDENCE ZIP CODE PHONE
DATE OF BIRTH AGE BIRTHPLACE
WIFE'S NAME NO. OF CHILDREN
FIRM NAME
ADDRESS
XIP CODE PHONE
YOUR POSITION/TITLE
SOCIETY SECURITY NO.
NAME OF CHIEF EXECUTIVE (Local)
SEND MAIL TO BUSINESS DUES PAID BY FIRM SELF
OTHER AFFILIATIONS
HOBIES/INTERESTS
HIGH SCHOOL ATTENDED
CITY
OTHER SPECIAL TRAINING
REGULAR (21-35) ASSOCIATE (Over 35) OFFICE AFFILIATE
SIGNATURE DATE
REFERRED BY
The ASBSC Senate has established an "all line committee" to investigate possible changes in form, cost factors and other related aspects of 20 cards. Any interested student who may have ideas concerning these areas are invited to join the committee. The ASBSC officers, located on the second floor of the club, are encouraging any and all students to drop in and express themselves on this matter of any other concern.

Exemption requests

One hundred fifty-eight (158) requests for exemption have been received to date by the Seattle OAF office. Eighty-nine (89) of these requests have been reviewed and rejected. No exemptions have been granted. Mr. Tosley, in turning down the requests for exemption, said that clearly none of the cases fit into the "line of necessity" set by the Economic stabilization act of 1970.

The following were among requests for exemptions denied.

A dairy products firm asked an exemption to allow selling prices to cover product costs in effect prior to the freeze.

WASHINGTON

A parking lot ask for an exemption to increase prices.

A chemical company asked for an exemption to increase costs in bringing in raw materials not in stock.

Iowa

The weekly newspaper asked for an exemption to increase advertising and subscription prices. The news owner has purchased several items of new equipment in order to upgrade the quality of the paper.

Iowa State

Good salary. Apply in room 311.

G. I. Bill

Two million veterans and service personnel are expected to enroll under the G. I. Bill this fiscal year. The G. I. Bill will give these first monthly checks sooner under a Veterans Administration "package" plan. The agency said the delay would reduce costs in the area of veterans education, and that it needed the money to pay for VA officers to be sent to the school field office, it was pointed out. The plan calls for a veteran to submit his application forms and certification of enrollment to VA offices. The diploma, or individual failing to send it to the veteran check later with his school to make sure his forms are forwarded them to VA in one package when the school certifies his enrollment.

The plan calls for a veteran to submit his application forms and certification of enrollment to VA offices. The diploma, or individual failing to send it to the veteran check later with his school to make sure his forms are forwarded them to VA in one package when the school certifies his enrollment.
Rain or shine on Sunday, September 26, a crowd of 150 of the world's finest and fastest motorcycles took off from the starting line in the foothills of Boise, Idaho. Among them will be 25 of Europe's best riders—two of them the current world champions, and thousands more past world title holders. All of them were dedicated athletes in superb physical condition.

The reason all these foreigners are coming to Boise is the TransAMA Motor-Cross race, one of twelve to be conducted across the United States this fall. The purse for this series is $110,000 and the win, though most everyone agrees, is one of the top prizes in professional motorcycling.

Proper attire is mandatory for the drivers, and when they reach Boise, they will receive their uniforms. The official TransAMA Motor-Cross uniforms are white with red and blue stripes and are made of a special material to withstand the beating that a prizefighter takes in the boxing ring.

One research recently conducted found that world motorcycling was second only to soccer in physical demands placed upon the participants. We don't have wicket in Idaho, but we are going to have world Motor-Cross on September 26, rain or shine.

Cross-country racing on motorcycles made its debut in Europe in the early 1920's. Racing over the Yorkshire moors was farmland for the riders and they crossed it loved it because so many riders fell off on their turn. After World War II, motocross became popular in the continental countries of Europe, and by the mid-1950's it was the most popular sport in the United Kingdom, France, Holland, Czechoslovakia and Germany.

As of Sept 15, Boise State losing bed of Bronco striptease atop the Big Sky Pole of standings. The big blue were pushed by the hour at the University of Idaho Sept 11.

Hot not only did the team as a whole spark, but senior quarterback Mike Grever, received multiple honors from the Bronco Athletic Association and the Big Sky for their performance.

In the first polling of statistics by the Big Sky, Boise's joggernauts led in almost every department.

Of the teams that played that week, USC led in total points scored, 42 to 15 as stacked up by Montana

Boise State ran 70 plays, rushed 125 yds and passed for 297 yds. in the first clash. In the defensive game, the Bronco minimized rushing to 43 yds and passing to 267 yds.

Rushing offensively the blue line carried 38 times, gained 141 yds and lost only 16 yds.

Mike Haley, Boise State halfback, had suffered a knee injury from the University of Idaho game, and the big blue was performed Sept. 11 at St. Luke's hospital. He will be out for the rest of the season, but is expected to play for the Bronco next year.

All students interested in forming an intramural soccer team are encouraged to meet in the Gym, Friday, Sept. 24 at 2 p.m. For further information contact Humberto Coto 244-2222.

With over 200 women participating, the Women Intramural's 1st celebrity volleyball tournament got underway last Wednesday. Sixteen teams representing sophomore, junior and independent groups will compete every Wednesday night from 7:00-9:00 p.m. Anyone interested can still try out for a team by contacting Mrs. Thongers at the gym.

The hillsides all around the course, and mountains walk around the circuit to see all the action. Boise Valley residents will have an opportunity to see a superb sport that may never come again. For one day we will relive what happened in foreign languages being spoken. The day of motorcycling racing with great class and color.

Superb athletes on special motorbikes is a show that everyone can enjoy and appreciate, and the Owyhee Motorcyle Club is to be congratulated for bringing this spectacle to Boise Valley.

SPORTS SHORTS

Shortly the BSC gymnasiums and weight rooms will be staffed during open house so issuance of sports equipment to students will be opened seven days a week for use by interest groups.

Fencing is open to men and women who have had a fencing class, while the Boise State men's and women's gymnastics teams will be holding a short camp for young people interested in gymnastics. The cost will be five dollars per person, and the camp will run one week, advanced gymnasts will be taught. The date is Saturday, Sept. 25, from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in the BSC gymnasium.

WORLD CHAMPION MOTOR-CROSS racers must be in superb physical condition to withstand the pounding they get when racing over deep ruts. Pedro Basso 275 and t00 or current world Champions will be in Boise for the TransAMA series on Sept 26.
Brisco herd to migrate to Reno to tangle with U of N Wolf pack

William Michels

With two contests behind them, the Boise State Broncos travel to Reno/Nevalo to take on the Wolf Pack of the University of Nevada. The Sept. 25 game will be held in Mackay Stadium.

The U of N team managed a 5-1 record last year and will now face a return of letterman back on the squad this year. Two notable returning guards are defensive end Mike Stewart and defensive back Bill Martin. Stewart made the All-Pacific Coast squad last year and are sure to be coming up with some surprises this year.

The Wolf Pack must prepare for their October meet heen in the miles from California and Kicks College, Chico State travel from Klickitat to Reno. Coach Herb Glusen, football coach for coach Lewis on the 1956-57 Boise Junior College track team, will be a weightman. Lewis's efforts have helped build the Boise State track team. With a 5-2 record this year, the Bronco Track team is on a roll, and are sure to be coming up with some surprises this year.

The Bronco club is undergoing a "building year," according to head coach John Streumahan. The Broncos will be back in the 1957-58 season with a strong returning lineup, but there is still some work needed in the offensive and defensive backfield. The Broncos are looking to be a "build-up" year, and they are sure to be coming up with some surprises this year. The Broncos are looking to build their team for the upcoming season, and they are sure to be coming up with some surprises this year.

Danish gymnasts exhibited skill in Sept. 20 performance

Ricks College, Chico State travel to Boise to thins meet

Boise State cross-country coach Ray Lewis, has been pacing the miles on the bleachers for Boise, Idaho, and his team has been building a strong track team. The team has been working hard to prepare for their upcoming meet of the year, which is scheduled for Sept. 27.

Boise State Cross Country Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sept 24</td>
<td>Boise State</td>
<td>10 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 2</td>
<td>Idaho State</td>
<td>11 00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 15</td>
<td>Idaho State</td>
<td>11 00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Boise State Freshmen meet Eastern Oregon junior varsity football team at 3:00 p.m. in the BSC stadium on Sept. 27.


Sports Shorts

CHON COUNTRY SCHEDULE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov 1</td>
<td>Boise State</td>
<td>10 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 25</td>
<td>Idaho State</td>
<td>11 00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 15</td>
<td>Idaho State</td>
<td>11 00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Boise State fans will see a defender during the game Sept. 13 as an attempt to gain more value.
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